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Abstract

Background: Inference of sequence homology is inherently an evolutionary question, dependent upon
evolutionary divergence. However, the insertion and deletion penalties in the most widely used methods for inferring
homology by sequence alignment, including BLAST and profile hidden Markov models (profile HMMs), are not based
on any explicitly time-dependent evolutionary model. Using one fixed score system (BLOSUM62 with some gap
open/extend costs, for example) corresponds to making an unrealistic assumption that all sequence relationships
have diverged by the same time. Adoption of explicit time-dependent evolutionary models for scoring insertions and
deletions in sequence alignments has been hindered by algorithmic complexity and technical difficulty.

Results: We identify and implement several probabilistic evolutionary models compatible with the affine-cost
insertion/deletion model used in standard pairwise sequence alignment. Assuming an affine gap cost imposes
important restrictions on the realism of the evolutionary models compatible with it, as single insertion events with
geometrically distributed lengths do not result in geometrically distributed insert lengths at finite times. Nevertheless,
we identify one evolutionary model compatible with symmetric pair HMMs that are the basis for Smith-Waterman
pairwise alignment, and two evolutionary models compatible with standard profile-based alignment.
We test different aspects of the performance of these “optimized branch length” models, including alignment
accuracy and homology coverage (discrimination of residues in a homologous region from nonhomologous flanking
residues). We test on benchmarks of both global homologies (full length sequence homologs) and local homologies
(homologous subsequences embedded in nonhomologous sequence).

Conclusions: Contrary to our expectations, we find that for global homologies a single long branch parameterization
suffices both for distant and close homologous relationships. In contrast, we do see an advantage in using explicit
evolutionary models for local homologies. Optimal branch parameterization reduces a known artifact called
“homologous overextension”, in which local alignments erroneously extend through flanking nonhomologous
residues.
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Background
Despite the apparent maturity of both the sequence sim-
ilarity searching and phylogenetic inference fields, and
despite the fact that inference of sequence homology
via sequence alignment is itself obviously an evolution-
ary question, standard sequence comparison methods for
homology search such as BLAST [1] or profile HMMs [2]
still do not depend on an explicitly divergence-dependent
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evolutionary model for their parameterization. Instead
standard sequence alignment methods use parameteri-
zations that assume fixed evolutionary divergence times
either implicitly or explicitly. The basis for deriving stan-
dard log-odds substitution scores from a rate-dependent
continuous time Markov model of the substitution pro-
cess is straightforward and well known [3]. The difficulty
has been in reconciling the standard affine gap penalties
used in fast, efficient sequence alignment and database
search methods with a satisfactory continuous time evo-
lutionary model of the insertion and deletion process.
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Imposing an evolutionary model in standard affine
pair and profile HMMs would allow us to optimize the
parameterization (branch length) to the apparent relat-
edness of each comparison, instead of assuming that all
sequences are at the same evolutionary distance from
each other. We expect to see a gain from such param-
eter optimization. For example, one advantage of opti-
mizing score systems for evolutionary distance has been
shown when choosing substitution matrices for scoring
ungapped alignments of different lengths [4]. Using a
divergent scoring system, a long divergent homologous
region may be detected by summing many weak posi-
tive scores, whereas a short conserved homologous region
may not accumulate enough total positive score to rise to
significance. On the other hand, using a conserved scor-
ing system, a short conserved homologous region may be
detected because conserved residues received higher pos-
itive score per position, whereas a long divergent homol-
ogous region may go unrecognized because mismatches
are heavily penalized. An optimal scoring system can find
the best compromise given the length of the compared
sequences and their relatedness.
A large body of work has established the feasibility of

evolutionary models of insertion and deletion processes.
Several models have been proposed including the well-
known TKF91 and TKF92 models [5, 6], some precursor
models [7, 8], and other relatedmodels [9, 10]; tree HMMs
[11–13]; models that treat gaps as an extra residue [14, 15];
pair HMMs implementing an approximate evolutionary
model [16]; and other more complex but analytically
intractable models [17, 18]. The desire to synchronize
the evolutionary distance of a given substitution matrix
to that of the indel parameters has been recognized, and
sets of score parameters (including gap costs) at differ-
ent discrete evolutionary distances have been proposed
[19]. Nevertheless, standard sequence comparison meth-
ods such as BLAST [1] or SSEARCH [20] that implement a
standard three-state (Match/Insert/Delete) affine gap cost
recursion (with symmetric treatment of the Insert/Delete
states) do not use explicit evolutionary models that would
automatically set the parameters to a variable divergence
time.
We are most interested in assessing the value of evo-

lutionary models for profile HMMs. Profile HMMs can
be understood as a generalization of sequence/sequence
comparison methods to a sequence/profile compari-
son in which the profile compiles information about
one sequence or a collection of homologous sequences.
Groups of sequences can be efficiently aligned to the pro-
file avoiding a costly all-to-all comparison. Profile HMM
methods are used extensively for protein andDNAhomol-
ogy analysis [21–24]. Standard profile HMM packages
(like other standard sequence similarity methods) do not
explicitly utilize any evolutionary model [25, 26].

Profile HMMs are usually parameterized “long
branched” to optimize for remote homology detection.
Thus, the advantages of an optimal-branch model would
be in situations where having a higher score per con-
served position is advantageous. Such situations include:
(1) to reduce alignment overextension artifacts in the case
of homologous sequences embedded in nonhomologous
sequence [27, 28]; (2) to improve the identification of
short homologies (such as in metagenomic reads); (3)
to improve alignment accuracy by better discriminating
mutations from indels, avoiding the artifact of indel
collapse, in which two independent insertions are aligned
together as if they were homologous [29].
In this paper, first we investigate the constraints

imposed by the affine-gap architecture in probabilistic
evolutionary models. In addition to the TKF91 and TKF92
models [5, 6], we identify new affine evolutionary models
that have richer parameterizations with more variables.
Importantly (and beyond what the TKF models can do),
we identify one evolutionary model compatible with stan-
dard pair HMMs with a symmetric treatment of inser-
tions and deletions (as in the Smith-Waterman algorithm),
and two evolutionary models compatible with profile
HMMs.
We have implemented these affine evolutionary mod-

els (including TKF91 and TKF92) into a pair HMM-based
probabilistic local alignment program called e2msa. The
e2msamethod provides a platform for the level compari-
son of different affine evolutionary models.
We use e2msa to test the effect of optimizing branch

lengths on alignment accuracy and homology coverage
(fraction of the true homology incorporated into the align-
ment). We produce a benchmark of global (full-length)
homologies. To test for nonhomologous overextension
artifacts, we produce a second alignment benchmark
of local homologies embedded into nonhomologous
sequences.

Results and discussion
Constraints on evolutionary models compatible with affine
gap cost
The frequency of insertions and deletions (indels) in
biological sequences deviates significantly from the geo-
metric length distribution implicit in any affine gap cost
model [30, 31]. However, affine gap cost has become stan-
dard because it is a good compromise between realism
and computational efficiency. Here, we have tried to elu-
cidate what kind of evolutionary model is compatible
with well-established computationally efficient compara-
tive models, such as pair HMMs [3] or profile HMMs
[2, 3, 25, 32].
An evolutionary model starts by proposing a micro-

scopic model that dictates the rules describing how
inserted residues appear or disappear instantaneously, as
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well as how ancestral residues can mutate or disappear
in one single event. The microscopic model’s repertoire
of single events are described in terms of some constant
parameters, the so-called rates. Solving the differential
equations derived from the microscopic model results in a
macroscopic model described in terms of time-dependent
conditional probabilities (or log-odds scores derived from
those) which become functions depending on the rates
and a divergence time parameter t. The macroscopic
model describes the ancestral/descendant sequence rela-
tionship after millions of years of evolution, while the
microscopic model describes the same relationship only
after very short times.
Throughout this paper, the word “insert” has a special

meaning (as opposed to the terms insertion or inserted
residues). “Insert” specifically stands for the collection of
all inserted residues in between any two ancestral posi-
tions (at a given time), regardless of whether the flanking
ancestral residues are alive or not at the time. This con-
cept arises naturally in the framework of an evolutionary
profile HMMwhere each position in the profile represents
an ancestral residue, such that in between any two profile
positions an arbitrary number of residues (an insert) can
exist. In an evolutionary profile HMM, residues in a given
insert have been generated using the same rate parame-
ters (possibly at different times), and different inserts use
different rates.
In a macroscopic affine model, the cost of an insert of

length n is a + bn, consisting of the cost of opening (a)
and the cost of extending the insert (b) as two indepen-
dent parameters. When the gap open cost is set to zero, it
is called a linear model. Affine models fit biological data
better than linearmodels, bymaking it more costly to start
an indel than to extend it. For instance, NCBIBLAST typi-
cally uses a default gap-open cost of -11, and a gap-extend
cost of -1; in PHMMER [21], the gap-open probability is
0.03, while the gap-extend probability is 0.40.
The seminal TKF91 evolutionary model assumes a

microscopic model in which inserted residues are all
added (or removed) identically to each other and one at
a time (with rate λ for insertions and μ for deletions).
As a result, the macroscopic model for TKF91 is essen-
tially a linear gap cost model1. In addition, because TKF91
is meant for sequence/sequence comparisons, it assumes
that when an ancestral residue is deleted it does not
leave any trace behind. In a sequence/profile compari-
son scenario, the profile plays the role of the ancestor,
and even if an ancestral residue might have died at some
point, inserted residues associated to that profile position
retain their own position-specific parameterization. Thus,
when using position-specific scores in profile evolution-
ary models, it is not entirely unreasonable to maintain
at all times a “memory” of all the consensus (ancestral)
positions in the profile.

In an attempt to make affine evolutionary models, one
might imagine making two modifications (in addition to
the memory effect) to the microscopic model of TKF91.
One modification is to allow residues to appear and dis-
appear not one at a time but in groups according to a geo-
metric distribution (with probability (1 − vI)(vI)n−1 and
(1 − vD)(vD)n−1 for n appearing or disappearing residues
respectively). The secondmodification is to allow the rates
at which these single-event group insertions appear to be
different whether they open a new insert (with rate λ) or
just expand an existing insert (with rate λI ), and similarly
for the deletion of inserted residues, the model distin-
guishes whether the insert disappears completely (with
rate μ) or it just shrinks (with rate μI ). Because of the geo-
metric nature of the single events allowed for insertions
(addition and removal of groups of them), we refer to this
model as the Geometric (GM) model.
Unfortunately, the GM model does not have an affine

macroscopic solution. Allowing elementary events with
geometric length distributions does not result in geomet-
rically distributed insert lengths. In the Additional file 1,
we present an explicit description of the GMmodel, as well
as a proof that the macroscopic GM model cannot have a
geometric form. The result comes from proposing a geo-
metric distribution as an ansatz for solving the differential
equations of the GM model, and showing that a solution
cannot be reached.
In addition, in Fig. 1 we confirm by numerical inte-

gration the non-geometric nature of the macroscopic GM
model with several examples (see Fig. 1a). The macro-
scopic model is not geometric even when the open/extend
rates for insertions and deletions are identical to each
other (λ = λI and μ = μI ) as shown in Fig. 1b. Further-
more, even without geometrically distributed elementary
events (vI = vD = 0), assuming that the rate of an
emerging/disappearing insert is different from that of an
expanding/contracting insert (λ �= λI and μ �= μI ) still
falls outside affine gap cost models, as shown in Fig. 1c.
It is only in the absence of both modifications (but

maintaining the memory effect) that we obtain geomet-
ric distributions of insert lengths (Fig. 1d). However, the
resulting insert distribution is linear, not affine. This linear
for insertions model can be made affine for the dele-
tion of ancestral residues by assuming that a different
rate is used depending on whether the deletion hap-
pens after an ancestral substitution, an ancestral deletion,
or after an inserted residue. We name this model the
affine ancestral and linear inserts (AALI) model. The AALI
model can be solved analytically. Details of the differen-
tial equations and solutions of the AALI model are given
in the Additional file 1. In Fig. 2, we provide as a summary
a state representation of the macroscopic AALI model as
a standard three-state pair HMM. The AALI model is not
constrained by reversibility, which allows some richness
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Fig. 1 Under the GM evolutionary model, the length of inserts does not follow in general a geometric distribution, and therefore this model is
incompatible with affine gap cost alignment. A sample of N=100 ancestral sequences of length L = 10,000 are evolved according to the GM model
to different divergence times. The y-axis is given in logarithmic scale, thus a geometric distribution becomes a straight line. At a given divergence
time t, evolved sequences are obtained by sampling from the infinitesimal time microscopic model at discrete intervals of δt = 10−5. For the
particular divergence time corresponding to PAM240 (t = 2.2), we present the histogram of insert lengths (i.e. the number of residues between any
two ancestral positions) for several sets of parameter values. The black line corresponds to a maximum likelihood fit of the data to a geometric
distribution of the form ql(1 − q) with its corresponding G and χ2 goodness-of-fit tests and their corresponding probabilities. Panels (a) and (b)
both consider cases in which residues are added according to geometric distributions. In particular, panel (b) considers that case in which λ = λI
and μ = μI . In panels (c) and (d) all geometric parameters are zero, and residues are added one at a time. The particular parameters in Panel (d)
corresponds to the AALI evolutionary model, a special case of the GM model in which insert length fits a geometric distribution. Notice that a straight
line (geometric fit) is not sufficient to demonstrate affine models, because linear models (like the AALI model) also produce geometric insert lengths

of parameters. A particular tying of the AALI parame-
ters produces a reversible model, which we refer to as the
Linear Reversible (LR) model. Details of the LR model are
given in the Additional file 1.
The AALI model (more specifically, the LR model) is

comparable to the TKF91 model since both assume at
the microscopic level that residues are added/deleted one
at a time. The two models have an important differ-
ence: the AALI microscopic model, influenced by the fact
that it aims at parameterizing position-specific models,
maintains a memory throughout the evolutionary pro-
cess of all ancestral positions even after their death. In
the TKF91 model on the other hand, because it assumes
a non-position-specific model, inserted residues after a

deleted ancestral residue are collapsed with any other pre-
vious inserted residues associated to a different ancestral
residue. This one microscopic difference results in some
important macroscopic differences between the twomod-
els. The macroscopic TKF91 model also admits a three-
state HMM representation [9, 33], as shown in Fig. 2.
We present a comparison between the LR model and the
TKF91 model in the Additional file 1.

Affine evolutionarymodels by fragments
The AALI model, though it is only linear for insertions, can
be used as a starting point to generate affine variants using
the “fragments” technique introduced with the TKF92
evolutionary model (a fragment-derivative of TKF91) [6].
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Fig. 2 Standard affine three-state pair HMM with two explicit evolutionary parameterizations. a Standard probabilistic three-state M/D/I HMM (plus
the customary B and E states) to describe homologous sequences under an affine gap cost. We simultaneously describe the joint and conditional
versions of the HMM. For the joint version, we assume one of the sequences is generated with a length according to a geometric distribution of
Bernoulli parameter p, and residues drawn from a probability distribution π . Joint residue match emissions occur with probability
Pt(a, b) = π(a)Pt(b | a), and conditional match emissions occur with probability Pt(b | a). Inserted residues follow a probability distribution qI
which in principle could be different from π . The transition parameters tXM , tXD , tXI are probabilities valued between zero and one. The HMM is
normalized in its two versions (joint or conditional) as long as tXM + tXD + tXI = 1 for all states X = {B,M,D, I}. bWe write the transition
probabilities of the HMM in terms of several elementary probability functions γ {B,M,D,I}(t) (the probability of deleting an ancestral residue),
β{B,M,D,I}(t) (the probability of opening an insert), and η(t) (the probability of extending an insert). The HMM transition probabilities are
automatically normalized for arbitrary elementary probability functions. Here we provide explicit time-dependent descriptions of the probabilistic
elementary functions of the pair HMM according to the AALI and the TKF91 evolutionary models

From a macroscopic perspective, a linear insert state can
be made affine by replacing the emitting self-looping
state with another geometric state machine (adding a

new geometric parameter r). The modified HMM can be
converted back to the original statemachine, but nowwith
an affine transition probability (depending on the added
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geometric parameter) as described in Fig. 3a. The con-
cept “fragment” was coined with the introduction of the
TKF92 model because the microscopic interpretation of
this procedure requires assuming that all the residues cre-
ated instantaneously by the added state machine have to
be removed instantaneously as they were created without
further subdivisions. The affine for insertions fragment-
derivative of our AALI model is named the AFG model
(see Fig. 3b). Because we do not insist on reversibility,
the AFG model has the freedom to use independent frag-
ment parameters for the different states (Match, Delete or
Insert).

An evolutionarymodel (AFR) compatible with the
Smith-Waterman algorithm
Sequence to sequence comparison methods based on
the Smith-Waterman algorithm [34] such as BLAST or
SSEARCH have a symmetric treatment of insertions and
deletions. Finding an evolutionary parameterization of
a Smith-Waterman-based comparative method requires
having an affine gap cost and a reversible model.
There is a fragment derivative of the Linear Reversible

(LR) model that is also reversible, thus compatible with

the insertion/deletion symmetry required by the Smith-
Waterman algorithm. We call this model the Affine Frag-
ment Reversible (AFR) evolutionary model. To preserve
the insertion/deletion symmetry, the AFR model must use
the same fragment parameter for insertions and for dele-
tions (rI = rD in Table 1). See Fig. 4 for details about the
AFR model. The AFR evolutionary model is described in
the Additional file 1.
In the TKF models, the joint transition probabilities

M → I and M → D are different from each other,
and the joint transition probabilities I → I and D →
D are also different from each other, as can be seen by
inspection of Figs. 2 and 3. Thus, the TKF models can-
not be used to parameterize symmetric three-state pair
HMMs.

Two evolutionarymodels (AIF and AGA) compatible with
profile HMMs
The fragment models AFG and TKF92 are not compat-
ible with profile HMMs. The AFG and TKF92 models
add fragments to all three self-looping states in the pair
HMM, but in a profile HMM only the Insert is a self-
looping state. We can create a variant of the AFG model

Fig. 3 Affine fragment evolutionary models. a It is possible to convert a linear-cost model into an affine-cost one by adding units of indivisible
“fragments”, each having a geometrically-distributed length. The resulting macroscopic affine model is compatible with a microscopic evolutionary
model in which groups of residues are added/removed together instantaneously with a length controlled by a time-independent geometric
Bernoulli parameter, with the condition that groups of residues created instantaneously together have to also die together. bMacroscopic
fragments can be added to any state with a self-loop transition. The AFG model (Table 1) is a fragment derivative of the AALI model. In the TKF92
model (a fragment derivative of TKF91) fragments are added to all three M/D/I states with the same parameter r. The AFG model becomes reversible
in the particular case that it uses the transition probabilities of the LR model, and by setting the Insert and Delete fragment parameters equal to each
other (rI = rD). We call the reversible version of the AFG model the affine fragment reversible (AFR) model
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Table 1 Evolutionary models compatible with pair and profile HMMs

MICROSCOPIC MODEL MACROSCOPIC MODEL

Evolutionary
model

Total # free
parameters

Rates Geometric
parameters

# States minimal
pair HMM

Other properties

Single-residuemodels (Fig. 2, Additional file 1: Figure S1 and S2)

AALI 6 λ,μ,μ{M,D,I}
A p 3 affine ancestral residues; linear inserts

LI 4 λ,μ,μA p 1 linear; particular case of AALI

LR 2 λ,μA , (μ = λ + μA) (pLR = λ/μA) 1 reversible; particular case of LI

TKF91 2 λ,μ (pTKF = λ/μ) 2 quasi linear; [5]

Fragment models (Figs. 3 and 4)

AFG 9 λ,μ,μ{M,D,I}
A rM , rD , rI , p 3 fragment-derivative of AALI

AFR 4 λ,μA , (μ = λ + μA) rM , rD = rI , (pLR) 3 reversible; compatible with Smith-Waterman

TKF92 3 λ,μ r, (pTKF92) 3 fragment-derivative of TKF91; [6]

Compatible with profile HMMs (Fig. 5)

AIF 7 λ,μ,μ{M,D,I}
A rI , p 3 inserts-only fragment-derivative of AALI

AGA 7 λ,μ,μ{M,D,I}
A sI , p 3 time-independent geometric inserts

From amicroscopic perspective we have three types of models: (1) single-residue models in which residues are inserted and deleted instantaneously one at a time; (2)
fragment models that can insert/delete/replace several residues at the time, but where residues created simultaneously act as an indivisible unit (thus the name fragments);
(3) The AGA model where in one single event inserts can appear or disappear, but they cannot grow or shrink. The AALI model (and its particular cases the LI and LR models) as
well as the TKF91 model belong to the first category of single-residue models. Fragment models can be built starting from any of the single-residue models. In the AGA model,
the distribution of inserts length is geometric but it does not change with time. From amacroscopic perspective, the LI model (and its particular case the reversible LR model)
fit into a one-state linear HMM, but the similar model TKF91 requires at least a two-state HMM. The AALI model requires a three-state HMM because it is affine with respect to
the fate of ancestral residues. The number of states of the minimal HMM does not include the customary begin (B) and end (E) states; we assume in all cases that μB

A = μM
A . All

fragment models fit into a standard three-state HMM. Parameters that are not independent are given in parentheses. The distribution of ancestral sequences for the fragment
model TKF92 is approximately a geometric distribution: the expression of pTKF92 in terms of the free parameters of the model can be found in [6]. The affine fragment
reversible (AFR) model is a particular case of the AFG model obtained as a fragment derivative of the LR model such that in order to preserve reversibility deleted and inserted
fragments are drawn from the same geometric distribution (rD = rI). In the AFR model insertions and deletions have identical treatment. There are two models compatible
with profile HMMs of Krogh’s form [32]: the AIF model and the AGA model. The AIF model is a particular case of the AFG fragment model (with rM = rD = 0). The AGA model
assumes the simplification that inserts are geometrically distributed with a time-independent (but position specific) Bernoulli parameter. All evolutionary models have been
implemented in the alignment program e2msa

in which fragments are only added to the Insert state,
which we call the Affine Insert Fragment (AIF) model.
(A similar variant cannot be made for TKF92, since all
fragments are tied to use the same Bernoulli param-
eter.) The AIF evolutionary model is affine both for
insertions and deletions, although for different reasons.
Affine insertions occur because of the fragments, affine
deletions occur because of the position-specific deletion
rate constants. The AIF evolutionary model is also not
reversible, and compatible with standard profile HMMs
(see Fig. 5).
There is an alternative to the fragment method used by

the AIF model in order to introduce evolutionary mod-
els for profile HMMs. It requires assuming that the length
distribution of inserts does not change with time. We
call this model the AGA model. (A pair HMM with time-
independent insert length distribution has been intro-
duced before [16]). Despite the simplification, we later
verify that the AGA model performs comparably to the AIF
model. The AIF and the AGA state machine representa-
tions are given in Fig. 5, and details about the models are
given in the Additional file 1.

The AIF and the AGA models are compatible with pro-
file HMMs that contain D → I and I → D transitions,
including the original profile HMMs proposed by Krogh
et al. [32]. The HMMER HMM profile software uses a
modified “plan 7” architecture that disallows D → I and
I → D transitions [21]. It seems quite forced to pro-
pose an evolutionary model that would not allow one to
find inserted residues after deleted ancestral residues. The
HMMER architecture would need to be revisited to take
advantage of the AIF and AGA models.
In summary, we report that: (1) In general, creating evo-

lutionary models compatible with affine-cost alignment
is not easy; geometrically distributed microscopic inser-
tions do not yield geometrically distributed macroscopic
inserts. (2) There is an affine gap-cost model (the AFR
model) compatible with the insertion/deletion symme-
try assumptions of Smith-Waterman-based comparative
methods. (3) There are two ways of obtaining the affine
costs of profile HMMs, either by adding fragments to the
Insert state (the AIF model), or by assuming that inserts
are an indivisible unit that follow a time-independent
geometric length distribution (the AGA model).
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Fig. 4 A symmetric evolutionary pair HMM. State machine representation of the AFR evolutionary model in joint form, where the X/Y state symmetry
(reversibility) is obvious. The AFR model is a fragment derivative of the Linear Reversible (LR) model. We use capital letters for the transition
probabilities in order to remember that these are joint probabilities. The normalization of the model may not be apparent from this representation.
One should remember the reversibility condition of the LR model, given by β LR

t = pLR(1 − β LR
t )γ LR

t

A compilation of affine probabilistic evolutionary mod-
els with analytic solutions identified by us and others and
their properties is given in Table 1.

A time-dependent parameterization for BLAST
A typical parameterization of BLAST is to use the BLO-
SUM62 substitution scoring matrix, together with an
open cost of -11 and a extend cost of -1 (all given in
1/2 bit units), which has been obtained after years of
empirical determination by trial and error [35]. Alter-
native sets of affine gap cost parameters appropriate
for different substitution matrices modeling different
degrees of sequence similarity have been obtained empir-
ically [36]. Here we propose a time dependent parame-
terization of BLAST (or any other sequence to sequence
comparison method based on the Smith-Waterman algo-
rithm) based on the AFR evolutionary model. We also
propose a method to estimate the evolutionary parame-
ters based on the requirement that it yields the (–11/-1)
particular values at one particular time point.
We have shown that the affine fragment reversible

(AFR) model is compatible with the particular inser-
tion/deletion symmetry implied in Smith-Waterman-
type comparisons. From an evolutionary perspective, we

could assume that a set of specific parameter values
(such as the above mentioned -11/-1) corresponds to
the parameter values under the AFR evolutionary model
at one specific (and arbitrary) fixed-time point (t	).
Then, we will show that calculating the probabilities at
any other time becomes an algebraic problem of solv-
ing for the rates and Bernoulli parameters of the evo-
lutionary model given particular fixed time values of
the probabilities. (We have taken a similar approach
elsewhere [37]).
Smith-Waterman’s “open+extend” cost is the score of

the first residue in an indel, and the “extend” cost is the
score of any other residue in the indel. Based on the prob-
abilistic symmetric AFR pair HMM (Fig. 4), we propose to
use

extend = log TXX,
open + extend = log TMX + log(1 − TXX),

where in the open score in addition to the cost of entering
an indel (logTMX), we need to include the cost associated
with exiting the indel state which has no counterpart in
the affine gap cost Smith-Waterman scheme. This partic-
ular mapping is an approximation.
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Fig. 5 Two evolutionary description of a profile HMM. Notice that the AIF and AGA evolutionary models are not compatible with HMMER profile
HMMs, which do not allow transitions from Delete to Insert and Insert to Delete

In fact, it can only be an approximation. In Smith-
Waterman, all indels are scored equally independently of
their context. In its symmetric pair HMM counterpart,
indels have different scores (log probabilities) depending
on where they occur (flanked by conserved regions and/or
indels in the other sequence). In the probabilistic Smith-
Waterman, it is hard to make the different possible costs
equal to each other. From an evolutionary perspective,
one does not want to set them identical to each other.
For more conserved parameterizations, one would expect
to have more indels flanked by homologous residues. For
more divergent parameterizations, one would expect see
more instances of indels flanked by indels. The term
log(1 − TXX) includes both contributions (Tt

XM and Tt
XY)

which will become alternatively dominant at different
divergence degrees.

We propose the following continuous time parameteri-
zation for Smith-Waterman:

extend(t) = log Tt
XX,

open(t) = log
(
Tt
MX

) + log
(
1 − Tt

XX
)

− log
(
Tt
XX

)
,

substitution score St(a, b) = log
Pt(a, b)
fa fb

= log
Pt(b | a)fa

fa fb

= log
Pt(b | a)

fb
= log

(
etQ

)
(a, b)
fb

.

where the functions Tt
MX and Tt

XX are the time-dependent
joint transition probabilities of the AFR model given
in Fig. 4. The conditional probabilities are given by
Pt(b | a) = (

etQ
)
(a, b), where the K × K rate matrix Q
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is such that
∑K−1

b=0 Q(a, b) = 0, for each residue 0 < a <

K , for an alphabet of size K, and has fb as its saturation
probabilities (that is, limt→∞

(
et Q

)
(a, b) = fb).2

The standard BLAST parameterization (-11/-1/
BLOSUM62) can be cast as a fixed-time instance of the
previous parameterization as,
extend(t	) = −1 = 2 log2

(
T	
XX

)
.

open(t	) = −11 = 2 log2
T	
MX

(
1 − T	

XX
)

T	
XX

,

St	 (a, b) = 2 log2
PB62(b | a)

fb
= 2 log2

(
et	Q

)
(a, b)

fb
,

where PB62 are the conditional probabilities correspond-
ing to BLOSUM62, and T	

MX and T	
XX stand for the par-

ticular values of the corresponding time-dependent joint
transition probabilities at a fixed and arbitrary time t = t	.
We can rewrite the above equations as,

T	
XX = 2−1/2 = 0.7017,

T	
MX = T	

XX
1 − T	

XX
2−11/2 = 0.0534,

QB62 = logPB62,

where we assume with all generality that t	 = 1, and the
rate QB62 is the logarithm of the BLOSUM62 substitution
matrix.
Under the AFR evolutionary model, we can rewrite (see

Fig. 4),

T	
XX = βLR

	 (1 − rX) + rX = 0.7017,
T	
MX = βLR

	 (1 − rM) = 0.0534.

Not all parameters of the AFR model (λ,μA, rX , rM) can
be determined by the above conditions.
Introducing βLR∞ = λ/(λ+μA), which is the value of βLR

t
at infinite divergence, we have

βLR
t = βLR∞

1 − e−μA t

1 − βLR∞ e−μA t .

Then, we can solve the above equations to obtain the
values of the parameters of the AFR model given the fixed-
time values T	

MX, T	
XX, and βLR∞ as,

μA = log
βLR∞

(
1 − βLR

	

)

(βLR∞ − βLR
	 )

,

λ = μA
βLR∞

1 − βLR∞
,

rX = T	
XX − βLR

	

1 − βLR
	

,

(1)

where

βLR
	 = T	

MX
1 − rM

,

and βLR∞ and rM are still undetermined.

In order to infer positive valued rates such that λ ≤ μA
(so that pLR = λ/μA < 1), we need to impose the con-
ditions βLR

	 < βLR∞ < 0.5. The Bernoulli parameter rX
is properly parameterized as long as T	

XX > βLR
	 , which

is usually the case, and in particular it is satisfied by
this parameterization. The two remaining parameters rM
and βLR∞ are not constrained by the fixed-time point val-
ues of -11/-1/BLOSUM62. Those two parameters can be
estimated from data.
For a given set of values of the four parameters of the

AFR model (μA, λ, rX , rM), we can calculate the open and
extend costs at any other time given the expressions for
the AFR model (Fig. 4). The continuous-time affine-gap
and substitution score functions are (in half bits)

extend(t) = 2 log2 T
t
XX

= 2 log2
(
βLR
t (1 − rX) + rX

)
,

open(t) = 2 log2
Tt
MX(1 − Tt

XX)

Tt
XX

= 2 log2
βLR
t

(
1 − βLR

t
)
(1 − rX)(1 − rM)

βLR
t (1 − rX) + rX

,

St(a, b) = 2 log2
Pt(a, b)
fafb

= 2 log2

(
et QB62

)
(a, b)

fb
.

(2)

Homology programs such as SSEARCH and FASTA
provide a handful of different substitution matrices at dif-
ferent percentage identity with their corresponding rec-
ommended open and extend penalties, which have been
estimated by numerical testing [28, 36]. Here for demon-
stration, we fix the values of the remaining free parameters
rM and βLR∞ such that they produce a relatively good agree-
ment with the empirical values collected for SSEARCH
and FASTA in [28]. We use the values rM = 0.75, and
βLR∞ = 0.30, which result in βLR

	 = 0.2134. Applying these
specific values into the algebraic expression of the AFR
model parameters in Eq. 1, we obtain,

μA = 1.0023,
λ = 0.4296,
rX = 0.6276,
rM = 0.7500.

The continuous-time affine-gap costs for this particular
parameterization, and their correspondence to the empir-
ical discrete values used by FASTA as described in [28] are
given in Fig. 6. A collection of particular point values for
the “open” and “extend” functions for notable evolutionary
distances is given in Table 2.
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Fig. 6 Explicit continuous-time affine-gap cost functions (based on the AFR evolutionary model) extrapolated from the commonly used -11/-1 gap
cost of standard sequence/sequence Smith-Waterman comparisons. Time-dependent synchronized parameterization of the substitution score with
its corresponding gap open and gap extend costs based on the AFR evolutionary model. The parameterization is such that for time t = 1, it
corresponds to a gap open cost of -11, a gap extend of -1, and the BLOSUM62 scoring matrix. In the left figure, the gap-open and gap-extend

functions and the expected substitution score
(∑

ab fafb log
Pt(a,b)
fafb

)
are depicted as a function of the divergence time. In the right figure, the

gap-open and gap-extend functions are depicted as a function of the fraction of substitutions at that time, defined as
∑

a �=b Pt(a, b). The blue dots
correspond to gap-open and gap-extend values empirically determined for SSEARCH with different substitution matrices in [28]. (The gap scores for
the VT160 and BLOSUM50 matrices originally given in 1/3 bits have been rescaled to half bits)

Table 2 Several point values for the affine gap cost
continuous-time functions open(t) and extend(t) for time
instances associated to well known substitution matrices. The
analytic functions are given in Eq. 2 and depicted in Fig. 6. The
parameter values are: μA = 1.0023, λ = 0.4296, rX = 0.6276,
rM = 0.7500, β LR∞ = 0.3000, β LR

	 = 0.2134. The divergence
parameter t has been normalized to BLOSUM62

% Substitutions Divergence Open Extend
per site time t

PAM10/VT10 10.0 0.074 –15.79 –1.29

VT20 17.9 0.141 –14.21 –1.25

PAM30 27.1 0.229 –13.14 –1.21

VT40 32.0 0.283 –12.73 –1.18

PAM70 49.8 0.520 –11.72 –1.10

VT80 52.2 0.567 –11.60 –1.09

BLOSUM90 55.8 0.633 –11.46 –1.07

VT100 59.4 0.709 –11.33 –1.05

BLOSUM80 60.9 0.741 –11.28 –1.05

VT120 65.2 0.851 –11.14 –1.02

VT140 70.0 0.995 –11.00 –1.00

BLOSUM62 70.1 1.000 –11.00 –1.00

BLOSUM50 72.9 1.099 –10.93 –0.99

VT160 73.8 1.135 –10.90 –0.98

PAM120 74.9 1.180 –10.88 –0.98

BLOSUM45 76.3 1.245 –10.84 –0.97

By construction and for this particular set of param-
eters of the AFR model, the continuous-time functions
valued at t = 1 reproduce the values of the the stan-
dard -11/-1/BLOSUM62 parameterization of BLAST and
SSEARCH.3

Alignment accuracy using explicit evolutionary models
Profile methods for sequence homology search and align-
ment, unlike standard sequence/sequence comparison
methods, do not assume any equivalence between dele-
tions and insertions. Consequently, the evolutionarymod-
els compatible with profile HMMs such as the AIF and
AGA model are not reversible and cannot be incorporated
into the symmetric pair HMM of Fig. 4. We are interested
in investigating the potential of nonreversible evolution-
ary models but that are still compatible with standard
three-state pair HMMs, such as AIF and AGA.
We have implemented an alignment algorithm (named

e2msa) that uses an explicit evolutionary model and
standard pair HMMs. Having a model with a contin-
uous variable parameterization allows us to compare
the performance of the model at different parameteriza-
tions describing different branch lengths, that is, different
degrees of sequence similarity. The e2msa alignment
algorithm also allows us to compare the performance of
the different evolutionary models. All evolutionary mod-
els described in Table 1 have been implemented as part
of e2msa. We give a detailed description of the program
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e2msa and the training of the evolutionary parameters in
the ‘Methods’ section.
Next we test the performance (for alignment accuracy

and homology coverage in pairwise alignments) of a short-
branch parameterization and a long-branch parameteri-
zation, compared to an optimal-branch parameterization
in which the divergence time is the one that maximizes
the score of the sequences being compared. We expected
to see that optimal-branch parameterizedmodels produce
more accurate alignments.

A fixed long-branch parameterization is sufficient to align
global homologies
We created an alignment benchmark composed of a mix-
ture of structural pairwise alignments (the reference align-
ments from databases SABmark and PREFAB), as well as
conserved (≥ 40 % identity) pairwise alignments selected
at random from random Pfam families. All sequences in
this benchmark are full-length homologies. Details about
this large benchmark (more than 35,000 pairwise align-
ments) named the “Global Homology set” are provided
in the ‘Methods’ section. While the alignments in SAB-
mark and PREFAB are very divergent (all are less than
50 % identity), due to the Pfam contribution, the “Global
Homology set” covers all ranges of percentage identities,
with at least 100 alignments in each of the more divergent
identity ranges 80–85 %, 85–90 %, 90–95 % and 95–100 %,
and many more in the other less divergent ranges.
In Fig. 7, we compare two single fixed-branch param-

eterizations: a “long-branch” parameterization that (by
sampling from the model) produces alignments with an
average percentage identity of 27 % (similar to that of
BLOSUM62), and a “short-branch” parameterization with
71 % average identity alignments (similar to PAM30).
We calculate alignment accuracy by measuring sensitivity
(fraction of aligned positions that are inferred correctly),
and positive predictive value (PPV or fraction of predicted
aligned positions that are correct). The two measures can
be combined in one single measure, the F value, the har-
monicmean of sensitivity and positive predictive value. As
a single measure that conveys information about a given
method for alignments at all percentages of identity, we
also provide the area under the curve (AUC) for a given
measure (sensitivity, positive predictive value, or F).
Alignments are binned by percentage identity (here we

use 5 % identity bins). Alignment accuracy measures are
calculated for each identity bin independently of of any of
the other bins.
For the two fixed-branch models, we also calculate

(for each percentage identity bin) the mean score effi-
ciency (based in a similar measure introduced for time-
dependent substitution matrices [4]) which corresponds
to the fraction of the maximal information of the evolu-
tionary model that is captured by a single fixed-branch

parameterization. The score efficiency is the ratio of the
probability of the sequences given the e2msa model
(the Forward score) for the fixed-branch parameterization
divided by the Forward score of the optimal parameteri-
zation.
We observe in Fig. 7, by comparing the score effi-

ciency of the long-branch and short-branch parameteri-
zations, that the two models are tuned to the alignment’s
divergence: the long-branch parameterization produces
more efficient scores for more divergent alignments, while
the short-branch parameterization produces better scores
for less divergent alignments. However, contrary to our
expectations, this selective score efficiency does not trans-
late into alignment accuracy: the long-branch parameteri-
zation which (as expected) performs better for alignments
of divergent sequences, it also performs well (compara-
ble to a short-branch parameterization) for alignments
of very conserved sequences. This result can be seen
in Fig. 7b for the composite F measure. We have also
included the two components of F (sensitivity and pos-
itive predictive value) in Fig. 7c and d respectively for
completeness. We have also tested homology coverage,
which produces comparable results to those of alignment
accuracy.
We have performed the same experiments using several

different evolutionary models in e2msa. Results are pre-
sented in Table 3 for alignment accuracy (and in Table 4
for homology coverage). Evolutionary models with more
parameters tend to perform better (unsurprisingly). Frag-
ment models perform better than their corresponding
single-residue counterparts. The two models compatible
with profile HMMs (the AIF and the AGA models) per-
form similarly to each other, and to the AFG model. The
AFR model performs comparably to TKF92, and it has the
advantage of allowing a symmetric pair HMM implemen-
tation.
From these results, one would be tempted to conclude

that the best strategy is to always use a long-branch
parameterization and never bother with implementing an
explicit evolutionary model which carries the additional
expense of optimizing the branch length. However, there
is a common scenario not addressed by this benchmark of
global homologies that we investigate next, the reported
artifact of overextension of local alignments into flank-
ing nonhomologous sequence when using a long-branch
parameterized method [19, 27, 28].

A fixed short-branch parameterization reduces
nonhomologous overextension
From the “Global Homology set”, we have constructed a
“Local Homology set” with the same number of align-
ments, but where we have preserved only a small part of
the original global alignment (50 positions on average),
and have replaced the rest of the original homologous
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Fig. 7 The score efficiencies for a long-branch versus a short-branch parameterized model have no correspondence with alignment accuracy for
the Global Homology set. a For the long-branch and short-branch parameterizations of the AIF model in e2msa, we present their score efficiency as
a function of the percentage identity of the alignments. Alignments are binned in 5 % identity groups (relative to the trusted alignments). For each
identity bin, the mean and standard deviation of the score efficiency are calculated. b For the long-branch and short-branchmodels, we present the
accuracy of the alignments inferred by e2msa. Alignment accuracy is calculated using the F measure that combines sensitivity (the fraction of
aligned positions inferred correctly) and positive predictive value (the fraction of inferred aligned positions that are correct). We present
comparisons with the methods NCBIBLAST, PHMMER, and MSAProbs. Panels (c) and (d) report the sensitivity (SEN) and positive predictive value
(PPV) measures respectively for completeness

sequences with random sequence (details are given in the
‘Methods’ section).
We perform the same alignment accuracy benchmark

for this “Local Homology set”. Results are presented in
Fig. 8a. Unlike the situation for the “Global Homology
set” described in Fig. 7, we observe that in the presence
of local homologies the short-branch parameterization
performs better (as given by the F measure) than the long-
branch parameterization for more conserved homologies,
while the long-branch parameterization performs better
for more divergent homologies.
Whatmakes the local homology case different is that the

inferred alignment can extend into the nonhomologous
flanking regions. The alignment accuracy PPV measure

penalizes both homologous residues that are improperly
align to other homologous residues as well as aligned posi-
tions that include nonhomologous residues. In order to
disentangle these two effects, we calculated measures of
homology coverage. Coverage measures isolate the non-
homologous overextension problem because they penal-
ize nonhomologous positions that are included in the
alignment, but they do not penalized homologous posi-
tionsmisaligned to other homologous positions. Coverage
sensitivity calculates the fraction of homologous positions
that are included in the alignment, and coverage positive
predictive value measures the fraction of aligned positions
that are actually homologous. The coverage F measure is
the harmonic mean of its SEN and PPV.
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Table 3 Alignment accuracy for global and local homologies of
different evolutionary models implemented under the e2msa
local alignment algorithm

ALIGNMENT ACCURACY

[ AUC for F measure (%) ]

Method

Global homology set Local homology set

PARAMETERIZATION PARAMETERIZATION

SHORT LONG OPTIMAL SHORT LONG OPTIMAL

e2msa.AFG 71.4 80.4 80.3 68.2 68.2 73.6

e2msa.AGA 71.4 80.4 80.1 68.2 67.3 73.6

e2msa.AIF 71.3 80.4 80.2 68.1 68.3 73.3

e2msa.TKF92 71.2 80.0 79.9 68.1 68.2 73.4

e2msa.AFR 71.7 80.0 79.8 68.1 68.2 73.3

e2msa.AALI 71.0 78.7 78.6 67.9 66.4 72.7

e2msa.TKF91 69.5 75.4 74.5 66.2 69.1 70.7

PHMMER (no filters) 78.7 72.9

SSEARCH
(BLOSUM62, -11/-1) 80.0 71.7

NCBIBLAST 78.9 68.4

MSAProbs 81.7 NA

MUSCLE 80.8 NA

The “Global Homology set” is the one used in Fig. 7. The “Local Homology set” is the
one used in Fig. 8. The e2msa algorithm was run in local mode, and with three
different parameterizations: two at a fixed branch length (a short-branch and a
long-branch parameterization, introduced in Fig. 7), and a variable optimal-time
parameterization that uses for each homology the branch length that optimizes the
probability of the sequences given the model. The rate parameters for all
evolutionary model were obtained using the same training set
“Pfam.seed.S1000.sto”. For all experiments, alignments are binned in 5 % identity
groups, and the total F measure for one bin is calculated adding all alignments in
that bin. In order to provide one single number, we report the area under the curve
(AUC) for the F measure of alignments covering all identity ranges. For comparison,
we provide results for other standard methods. Methods have been ranked by their
combined performance in both sets. Methods such as MSAProbs and MUSCLE work
only in “global” alignment mode, and they are not appropriate to detect local
homologies
In bold, we indicate the best performing of the three alternative parameterizations

Homology coverage results are presented in Fig. 8b.
For close relationships (40 % identity or more), we
observe that coverage measures are similar to those of
alignment accuracy. Thus, the low alignment accuracy
PPV observed for the long-branch parameterization (rel-
ative to that of the short-branch parameterization) is
mostly associated with alignment overextension. For dis-
tant relationships (less than 40 % identity), the poorer
values for alignment accuracy relative to those of cov-
erage are mostly due to misalignment of homologous
residues.
Both for alignment accuracy and homology coverage,

the sensitivity of the short-branch parameterization is uni-
formly below that of the long-branch parameterization.
However the consistently better PPV for the short-branch
parameterization more than compensates for the loss in

sensitivity. The result is that for the F measure (the har-
monic mean of sensitivity and PPV) there is a crossover
such that the short-branch parameterization is better for
close relationships and the long-branch parameterization
is better for distant relationships.
Regarding the behavior of the different affine evolution-

ary models for the Local Homology set, we observe the
same trends as as for the Global Homology set. In par-
ticular, the AIF and AGA models compatible with profile
HMMs perform similarly to each other and to the AFG
model, and the AFR model performs similarly to the TKF92
model. See Table 3 for alignment accuracy of the different
evolutionary models, and Table 4 for homology coverage.

A variable optimal-branch parameterization is best to align
local homologies
An explicit evolutionary model allows us to optimize
for the parameterization that best suits a given homol-
ogy comparison. The optimal-branch parameterization of
e2msa uses a simple line-optimizer to select the branch
length that achieves the best probability for the compared
sequences summing to all possible alignments.
We have applied the optimal-branch parameterization

of e2msa to both the Global and Local Homology sets.
Results for alignment accuracy are presented in Fig. 9.
As expected, for the Global Homology set, the optimal-
branch model performs almost identically to the long-
branch model for all degrees of sequence divergence. For
the Local Homology set, on the other hand, the optimal-
branch model follows the short-branch model for more
conserved sequences, and follows the long-branch model
for more divergent sequences, thus combining the best of
both regimes. Results for homology coverage (Fig. 10) are
similar to those of alignment accuracy.

Conclusions
We have identified and implemented probabilistic mod-
els of biological sequence evolution that provide an affine
treatment of insertions and deletions, and that can be
compactly described as a standard three-state pair HMM
in which the emission and transition probabilities are
continuous time functions depending on a small num-
ber of independent rate parameters. An unexpected dif-
ficulty is the realization that macroscopic inserts with
geometrically distributed lengths force quite constrained
and unrealistic microscopic events such as indivisible
fragments; and that for instance, single event geomet-
rically distributed insertions do not produce geometri-
cally distributed inserts. One of the evolutionary models
(the AFR model) is compatible with the symmetric pair
HMMs that treat insertions and deletions indistinguish-
ably used routinely in sequence/sequence comparisons.
Two of the evolutionary models (AIF and AGA) are com-
patible with standard profile HMMs for which there is a
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Fig. 8 Alignment accuracy and homology coverage for the Local Homology set of subregions embedded in nonhomologous sequence. Panel (a)
displays the measures of alignment accuracy. Panel (b) displays coverage measures. The long-branch and short-branch parameterizations are
identical to those described in Fig. 7. The results presented correspond to the evolutionary model AIF using the alignment program e2msa

set of independent rate parameters for each position in the
profile.
A continuous time evolutionary model, including a

model of indels, allows us to optimize the parameteriza-
tion of a profile/sequence or sequence/sequence compari-
son to match the apparent divergence time. Using a single
alignment program implementing pair-HMMs (e2msa),
we asked what gain (if any) this could bring. Our results
show that the most important benefit of using an optimal-
branch parameterization is the reduction of homologous
overextension artifacts in which non homologous regions
become part of the alignment and are treated as homolo-
gous. For global homologies with no risk of overextension,
a fixed long-branch parameterization is the most eco-
nomical choice to provide the best possible performance.

Optimal-branch parameterized models could improve
iterative methods such as JACKHMMER or PSI-BLAST
in which it is important to avoid overextension of hits
in the early stages of the search. Another advantage of
a short-branch parameterization that we can anticipate,
but have not tested in this manuscript, is the detection
of very short homologies such as in the analysis of short
metagenomic reads, although preliminary results suggest
this effect would only be relevant for ORFs shorter than
10 aa.
Because e2msa implements several different evolu-

tionary models, we can conduct a level comparison of
those models keeping the rest of the details of the align-
ment algorithm constant. We observe that the AIF and
AGA evolutionary models compatible with profile HMMs
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Table 4 Homology coverage performance for global and local
homologies of different evolutionary models implemented
under the e2msa local alignment algorithm

HOMOLOGY COVERAGE

[AUC for F measure (%)]

Method

Global homology set Local homology set

PARAMETERIZATION PARAMETERIZATION

SHORT LONG OPTIMAL SHORT LONG OPTIMAL

e2msa.AFG 74.3 86.9 86.7 69.5 73.9 78.2

e2msa.AGA 74.4 87.3 86.5 69.6 73.1 78.0

e2msa.AIF 74.0 86.8 86.6 69.5 74.3 78.2

e2msa.TKF92 74.6 86.5 86.0 69.4 73.8 77.7

e2msa.AFR 74.6 86.4 86.0 69.3 73.6 77.5

e2msa.AALI 73.9 86.7 85.4 69.6 73.3 77.6

e2msa.TKF91 72.8 79.6 78.0 67.7 72.0 72.6

SSEARCH
(BLOSUM62, -11/-1) 86.7 77.1

PHMMER (no filters) 83.3 76.7

NCBIBLAST 85.0 72.7

MSAProbs 99.3 NA

MUSCLE 99.3 NA

In bold, we indicate the best performing of the three alternative parameterizations

are amongst the best performing model in a pairwise
alignment accuracy benchmark of both global and local
homologies.
The AIF and AGA models are not applicable to some

specific profile HMMs such as HMMER that disallow
transitions between Delete and Insert states (named
Plan7, for using only 7 transitions for a given profile
position). HMMER’s original design was purposely non-
evolutionary, favoring structural alignments where non-
homologous positions may appear the same alignment
column as they occupy the same nonconserved region in
between structurally well defined conserved regions. Con-
structing an evolutionary version of HMMER is going to
require changing the architecture of the HMM to include
all possible transitions from one profile position to the
next (a Plan9 profile HMM).
In an evolutionary profile HMM, since we want to

obtain position-specific scores, we require position-
specific rates both for the substitution and inser-
tion/deletion process. We anticipate replacing the
standard profile training method by using a mixture of
HMM rates trained in a large protein domain database
that would replace the use of mixture Dirichlet priors, a
phylogenetic tree that would replace sequence weighting,
and the evolutionary time that would replace entropy
weighting. It remains an open question whether it is
worth implementing an evolutionary profile HMM to
improve training (by removing the use of Dirichlet priors,

sequence and entropy weighting), when the method
is going to be used mainly with a very long branch
parameterization.

Methods
e2msa: a pair HMM alignment algorithm implementing
explicit evolutionary models
In order to compare the different evolutionary models
while maintaining other variables equal, and to measure
the effect of using an explicit evolutionary model on align-
ment accuracy, we have implemented a pairwise or mul-
tiple sequence alignment program (named e2msa) that
can adopt any of the evolutionary models described in
Table 1.
Constructing evolutionary alignments using any of the

models in Table 1 simply requires that in the Forward
and Viterbi algorithms of a standard local pair HMM
described in [3], one replaces the constant emission
and transition probabilities with continuous time func-
tions dictated by the evolutionary model. A pair HMM
describes the probability of an ancestral sequence and one
of its descendants. Thus, a pair HMM can only be used
to align two extant sequences for reversible evolution-
ary model such as the AFR model (where one sequence
can be taken as the ancestor of the other one with all
generality). A profile HMM on the other hand describes
the relationship between an extant sequence and the
(ancestral) profile. Thus, profile HMMs do not care about
reversibility, and in fact the evolutionary models (AIF and
AGA) compatible with profile HMMs are nonreversible.
In order to test non reversible evolutionary models using
pair HMMs, we need to calculate the probability of two
extant sequences being generated by a unknown common
ancestor, each of them according to a standard pair HMM.
We have implemented the so-called E2pair algorithm

to calculate the probability of two sequences being related
by a common ancestor, as described in Fig. 11. The algo-
rithm sums over all possible evolutionary histories and
ancestral sequences. In Fig. 11a, we provide an example
of two extant sequences related by one particular ances-
tral sequence and one particular evolutionary history. In
Fig. 11b, we provide a full description of the E2pair
model and its time-dependent parameters, where the time
dependencies are given by a specific evolutionary model.
The E2pair dynamic programming algorithm calculates
P(s1, s2 | evomodel, t1, t2), that is, the probability of two
sequences s1, s2 both descend from the same (unknown)
common ancestor after times t1 and t2 respectively. The
E2pair model does not assume that all the extent of
the sequences being compared have to be homologous.
By default as described in Fig. 12, the E2pair model
allows for nonhomologous regions flanking the (possibly
more than one) homologous regions. We refer to this as
the local mode of the E2pair model. Under a particular
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Fig. 9 Alignment accuracy of the optimal-branch e2msa.AIF method both for the Global and Local homology sets. The results for the short-branch
and long-branch parameterizations for the Global (Local) homology set are the same as those provided in Fig. 7 (Fig. 8a) now placed in reference to
the optimal-branch parameterization

parameterization described in Fig. 12, the E2pairmodel
can force the two sequences to align in full; we refer to that
as the global mode parameterization.
The Forward algorithm for the E2pair model is

described in detail in Fig. 13. It has a complexity of

O(l1× l2) both in time and memory for two sequences of
lengths l1 and l2.
The e2msa method can be run at a fixed evo-

lutionary distance (fixed branch) or using variable
branch lengths obtained by optimizing the probability
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Fig. 10 Homology coverage benchmark: performance of the optimal-branch e2msa.AIF method both for global and local homologies. The reason
why the PPV for the Global Homology set is not 100 % for in all case, is because the structural alignments from the benchmark PREFAB include some
positions in lowercase which are not supposed to be considered aligned, thus there is the option of some small overextension into those positions.
The results for the short-branch and long-branch parameterizations for the Local homology set are the same as those provided in Fig. 8b now
placed in reference to the optimal-branch parameterization

of the sequences being compared given the model. The
e2msa method can be run in local or global mode.
All experiments in this manuscript are run in local
mode.

Training of rate parameters
The rate parameters of the evolutionary model are an
input to the e2msa program. In all experiments per-
formed here, e2msa uses evolutionary rate parameters
derived from a training set of 1000 trusted pairwise align-
ments obtained at random from Pfam. This training set
is independent of any other Pfam family used in the
alignment benchmarks. The training set file is named

“Pfam.seed.S1000.sto”, and it is included as part of the
Additional file 2.
The rate parameters are obtained by optimizing the total

probability of the sequences in the training set given the
evolutionary model using a gradient descent optimiza-
tion method implemented in the program e2train. For
the emission probabilities, we constructed a rate matrix
(scaled to one substitution per site) derived from the
BLOSUM62 substitution matrix. In the Additional file 2,
we provide evolutionary parameters (both the rates and
the Bernoulli geometric parameters) trained on the same
training set (“Pfam.seed.S1000.sto”) for all evolutionary
models given in Table 1.
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Fig. 11Model for aligning two extant sequences related by a common ancestor using an affine gap-cost and generally not reversible evolutionary
model. a In the example, two extant sequences (marked with red and blue) are aligned according to an evolutionary history that involves an
ancestral sequence of 11 residues, 5 aligned positions, one double deletion, and 11 gaps. Some of the gaps correspond to ancestral residues
deleted in either of the sequences, and some of the gaps correspond to insertions (relative to the ancestor) in one of the two extant sequences.
Many different choices of ancestral sequence and evolutionary histories (in addition to this example) contribute to that particular alignment. The
E2pairmodel describes the probability associated to each of those processes. b The E2pairmodel grammar is described here. A particular
history can be derived in only one way by the grammar (an unambiguous grammar). Since the ancestral sequence is an unknown, the model sums
over all possible ones. The transition probabilities tVW(t) are given by one of the evolutionary models specified in Table 1 evolutionary model (see
also Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The emission probabilities include a time-dependent substitution matrix Pt(a | b), a residue distribution for emitting inserted
residues qI(a), and another one for ancestral residues π(a). There is also the geometric parameter p describing the distribution of ancestral
sequence lengths. Since double deletions are not observed, the algorithm also sums over all of them. The factor 1/(1 − ptDDtDD) that appears in all
the transitions into the DD state, corresponds to summing over all possible DD → DD . . . → DD transitions, given by

∑∞
n=1(ptDDtDD)n
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Fig. 12 The local E2pairmodel. In the local version of the E2pairmodel, unaligned regions can occur at the N or C-terminus or in between two
homologous regions. The length of the unaligned regions is controlled by the Bernoulli parameter q (the expected length of a nonhomologous
region is q/(1 − q)), and the expected number of nonhomologous regions is r/(1 − r). The residue frequencies f 1 and f 2 are background
distribution for the nonhomologous regions. In between the BB and the EE states a homologous region between the two sequences occurs
according to the E2pair global model in Fig. 11b. The global alignment case corresponds to setting q = r = 0

Alignment accuracy benchmark
The alignment benchmark used in Fig. 7 consists of a total
of 36,484 global homology pairwise alignments includ-
ing the whole reference sets of SABmark (29,756 align-
ments) [38] and PREFAB (1682 alignments) [39], as well
as a collection of 5043 pairwise alignment selected each
from a random Pfam seed alignment, and such that these
selected families are different from those used to gen-
erate the Pfam training set. Because standard alignment
benchmarks like SABmark and PREFAB tend to select for
more divergent alignments, we used Pfam to include more
closely related alignments. For the Pfam alignments, we
required at least 40 % identity between the sequences.
The result is a large collection of trusted pairwise align-
ments of global homologies representing all degrees of
sequence diversity. We refer to this set as the “Global
Homology set”, and it is available in the Additional
file 2.
In the “Global Homology set”, all 5 % percentage iden-

tity bins in which we report results include at least 100
alignments. The length of the sequences in the “Global
Homology set” is quite similar in all identity bins, with
mean and standard deviation that range from 199 +-
119 nts for the alignments in the 0–5 % identity bin, to
187 +/- 125 nts for the alignments in the 90–100 % iden-
tity bin. The absolute range of sequence lengths is 7 nts to
2196 nts.
Derived from the “Global Homology set”, we construct

a set of local homologies. For each global homology
alignment, we preserve just a section of the original align-
ment. The homologous fragments have lengths normally

distributed around 50 positions, and are selected from a
random starting position in the alignment. The original
homologous residues not part of the selected homol-
ogy fragment are replaced with an identical number of
nonhomologous residues taken at random from UniProt
and randomized by single-residue shuffling. We further
require that the nonhomologous regions have to be at
least a fifth of the total alignment length. The result is a
collection of local homology alignments that relative to
the original “Global Homology set” has a similar num-
ber of alignments (36,404) with sequences of identical
length, but where we only preserve 20 % of the total num-
ber of homologous positions present in the original set.
We refer to this set of alignments as the “Local Homol-
ogy set”. The observed average length of the homologous
regions in this set is 49 ± 10 amino acids. The “Local
Homology set” is also available as part of the Additional
file 2.

Measure of alignment identity
For two aligned sequences, their percentage identity is cal-
culated as the ratio of identical positions divided by the
minimum length of the two sequences. We calculate mul-
tiple alignment identity as the average percentage identity
of the alignment’s pairwise comparisons.

Measures of alignment accuracy
We report alignment accuracy by pairwise comparison.
For each pair of aligned sequences, we measure alignment
accuracy by its sensitivity (SENA) and positive predictive
value (PPVA)
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Fig. 13 Dynamic programming algorithm for the E2pairmodel. Dynamic programming algorithm to calculate the probability of two sequences
related by a common ancestor by summing to all ancestors and to all evolutionary histories. The algorithm behaves as O(l1 × l2) both in time and
memory for two sequences of lengths l1 and l2. The parameters of the model have been described in Fig. 11. The algorithm assumes that the internal
nodes are “profile” sequences, that is, sequences that instead of a fixed residue per position, they have a probability distribution of residues for each
position p1x (a), p

2
x (a). This generalization becomes useful when we extend this pairwise algorithm to perform a progressive alignment, and we align

internal nodes of the tree. Internal node sequences are estimated from the E2pair algorithm by the optimal posterior path through the model

SENA = Aligned Positions Inferred Correctly
True Aligned Positions

, PPVA = Aligned Positions Inferred Correctly
Inferred Aligned Positions

.
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Sometimes for simplicity, we use the F measure (the
harmonic mean of the SEN and PPV [40]) as a proxy for
prediction accuracy,

FA = 1
1
2

(
1

SENA
+ 1

PPVA

) . (3)

In this work, the alignment sensitivity (SENA) also
referred to as the “SP-Score”, and positive predictive value
(PPVA) also referred to as the “Modeler Score” have been
calculated using the program FastSP v1.6 [41].

Measures of homology coverage
We measure homology coverage performance by its sen-
sitivity (SENC) and positive predictive value (PPVC). For a
predicted multiple alignment of some embedded homolo-
gous regions, we define,

SENC = # of homologous residues aligned
# of homologous residues

,

PPVC = # of homologous residues aligned
# of aligned residues

.

Similarly to alignment accuracy, the Fmeasure of coverage
(FC) is introduced as in Eq. (3).
Differently from alignment accuracy, the coverage mea-

sures do not penalize homologous positions aligned incor-
rectly to other homologous positions.

Software implementations and availability
We provide the ANSI C source code for the programs
e2msa (to produce a pairwise or progressive multi-
ple sequence alignment using the E2pair algorithm),
e2train (for training the evolutionary parameters of
the pair-HMM), e2sim (for generating aligned sequences
according to an evolutionary model and an arbitrary phy-
logenetic tree), and e1sim (to evolve sequences according
to the different evolutionary models). All programs accept
under one single implementation all the evolutionary
models described in Table 1.
The ANSI C source code for programs e2msa,

e2train, e2sim, and e1sim is freely available avail-
able under the GNU General Public License (GPL) from
eddylab.org. All programs use the packages HMMER [21]
and EASEL (S.R. Eddy, unpublished) as libraries, which
are also provided under the same license.
The source code for the above programs, as well as the

Perl scripts used to generate the experiments in this work
and the results of the experiments have been collected in
a tarball available as part of the Additional file 2.

Software and database versions used
We used the following versions of programs: NCBIBLAST
2.2.26+, [42], SSEARCH 36.3.6d [20], MSAProbs 0.9.7
[43], MUSCLE 3.8.31 [44], and FastSP v1.6 [41].

The VT amino acid substitution score matrices [45]
used in Fig. 6 were created using the Perl script
“vt_scores.pl” written by K. Kneutgen and T.Mueller (May
2002), and provided to us by courtesy of W.R. Pearson.
The VT conditional probability matrices have been gen-
erated using a modified version of the original script,
named “vt_scores_modER.pl” which also provides the
target amino acid frequencies, and the percentage iden-
tity. The scripts “vt_scores.pl”, “vt_scores_modER.pl”, and
several VT score and transition matrices are provided as
part of the Additional file 2.
We used the following versions of databases: Pfam v.27

[22], UniProt 2013_06 [46], PREFAB 4.0 [38], and SAB-
mark 1.65 [39].

Endnotes
1There is an exception for a residue inserted after a

deleted ancestral residue that makes the macroscopic
TKF91 model not a linear model, strictly speaking.

2We could propose that the substitution score also adds
the contribution corresponding to logTt

MM.
3This does not mean that a dynamic programming

algorithm for the AFR model at t = 1 would be identical
to that of the (-11/-1/BLOSUM62) Smith-Waterman
algorithm. A one-to-one correspondence between the
Smith-Waterman algorithm and a symmetric pair HMM
is not possible, not even for a fixed-time
parameterization. The reason is that while
Smith-Waterman uses arbitrary scores, in a pair HMM
each transition has to be accounted for as a probability.
In addition to not being able to use one unique open
score, another example of the lack of correspondence is
in the score of a match. Smith-Waterman assumes that
the score of a match is just the emission substitution
score S(a, b); its probabilistic counterpart requires
adding the contribution of the match-to-match
transition, S(a, b) + log TMM. It does not appear that
these two schemes can be reconciled with each other.
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Additional file 1: This supplement provides details about the
sequence evolutionary models described in the manuscript, their
differential equations and analytic solutions (when existing). This
supplement also collects our observations regarding previously existing
evolutionary models, mainly TKF91 and TKF92. (PDF 972 kb)

Additional file 2: Tarball that contains the source code for the
programs introduced in this manuscript, as well as the Perl scripts
used to generate the experiments in this work and the results of the
experiments. (ZIP 42,496 kb)
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